
Maximum speed with minimal space
Maximum speed and flexibility, the Heathrow Scientific Gusto® high 
speed mini centrifuge has a compact design that fits any workstation

Comfortable and easy to operate with tool-free quick rotor exchange. 
Simply insert tubes, close lid, adjust speed/time and press start. For 
duplicate spins, simply reload rotor and press start. Quick-spin option 
included for commonly used 20-second spins

Safety features help ensure it will not operate when the lid is open, a 
rotor is jammed, or the unit is out of balance

Ideal for most protocols requiring fast spins (12,500 rpm / 9,800 x g), 
and appropriate for PCR, microfilter cell separation, and HPLC protocols

User Friendly
 - Intuitive Push button programming and bright LCD screen make it easy to use

Quiet Operation
 - Brush-less motor enables quiet operation and low vibration

Safety Features
 - Lid safety feature prevents opening while rotor is turning and clear 

polycarbonate allows user to see rotor movement for added visual safety
 - Includes automatic shut-off feature for sample imbalance and tilt
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Gusto® High-Speed Mini Centrifuge

Item No. Color L x W x H
in 

L x W x H
cm 

HS10050 Blue  ■ 8 x 6.7 x 4.5 20.3 x 17.1 x 11.4

Specifications

Speed Range 500–12,500 rpm

Run Time Ranges 1 to 30 minutes

RCF 15 - 9,783 x g (max RCF calculated) 

Package Includes

Gusto® High-Speed Mini Centrifuge

12-Place 1.5/2.0 mL Tube Rotor

32-Place 0.2 mL Tube Rotor (singles, or 4 x 8 Strip)

12 Tube Adapters 0.2 mL

12 Tube Adapters 0.5 mL

1 Low Voltage, Double Insulated Power Adapter  
(100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz) with 4 Interchangeable Plugs

Compliant

Quick-spin Button
for momentary spin 
requirements, press and hold to 
operate, release to end spin cycle

Back-lit Display
showing time, speed and 
operational information on 
the same screen

Adjustable
time and speed
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